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The Seven African Powers, also known as the Orishas, are spirits from the Supreme Creator in

African religion.These spirits are thought to give guidance for life issues and problems. Modern

Santeria, Voodoo, and other Caribbean traditions still value this practice today. It can be found

in different South American cultures as well.This book will guide you through learning about

the Seven African Powers…who they are, what they represent, and how each has a different

temperament. You’ll also know how the Orishas can be used in your home and daily

routine.Once you discover the Orishas, you’ll be on your way to understanding which one will

best help you work through difficulties and move forward in life.

"SEALs believe that the more you sweat in training the less you bleed in battle. How To Shoot

Like a Navy SEAL translates this work ethic into the process needed to make any one of us a

master with a firearm. Having shot with a number of SEALs, I was really impressed and

learned a lot of new material from this Navy SEAL instructor's attention to detail. I don't care if

you are a housewife needing to protect herself, a weekend sportsman, or an FBI sniper. This

book is a must read." Scott McEwen, Co-Author #1 New York Times Bestseller American

Sniper and USA Today National Bestseller Sniper Elite-One Way Trip"The book has great

fundamentals told in simple easy tocomprehend terms from the eyes of someone who knows

what it's like to be incombat defending our freedom and liberties. Great book!"Blake MiguezTop

SHOT Season 1/USPSA Grand Master"Having attended multiple instructional courses in

firearms training, I was impressed with how Chris broke down the fundamentals in a way I'd not

seen before. This explanation has really helped me grasp a lot of the "why" in recognizing my

bad habits and working to correct them." Bryan Black Editor-in-Chief, Founder of ITS Tactical"I

have been a police officer for over 23 years in some of the most dangerous areas of Los

Angeles and Orange County, CA. I've attended hundreds of hours of firearms training, and

'How to Shoot Like a Navy SEAL' puts into words and video some of the most efficient and

consistent shooting techniques I have ever used. If you are serious about improving your

combat shooting ability and the ability to defend yourself and your family, this book is a must

read!" B. Atkinson, Field Training OfficerFrom the AuthorIf you are really serious about training

and want to learn the skills that give an unstoppable edge to Navy SEALS - and raise your

level of firearms proficiency almost immediately - you can with my comprehensive book How

To Shoot Like A Navy SEAL--Combat Marksmanship Fundamentals. During my 20+ years in

the Navy, I worked as the leading SEAL Sniper Instructor, SEAL Qualification Training (SQT)

Instructor, Master Training Specialist (MTS), BUD/S and advanced training marksmanship

instructor.Today I'm a DOD and DHS certified Counter-Terrorism and advanced marksmanship

Instructor who has trained DOD, DHS, FBI, CIA, Law Enforcement and multiple foreign allies in

all aspects of combat weapons handling, marksmanship and Tactical Operations.If you are

dedicated to getting better, How To Shoot Like A Navy SEAL--Combat Marksmanship

Fundamentals is the only place you can learn the exact tactics and techniques I teach to turn

beginners into masters, and masters into legends. - SOC(ret) Chris SajnogFrom the Back

CoverWhether you are in law enforcement, the military or a self-defense shooter...Target

practice, even tactical training is not enough to survive today...You need to master the real-

world confidence and competence vital for defending yourself and more important, your loved

ones. Inside you'll learn the very same firearms instruction Navy SEALS use to: Hit low



percentage shots in a high-stress environment Master the 7 fundamentals of marksmanship

with uncommon perfectionAdvance first-rate shooting until its a habitOvercome the biggest

hurdle to being a good combat shooterAce the 3 elements of any good shooting

platformUnderstand the BIG difference between sight alignment and sight pictureAdept the

critical focus necessary for effective shootingTrain your mind to see with your dominant eye,

even if you have vision problemsBreathe the right way (because what you've been taught will

put you in harms way)Avoid being a bad-shooter by abandoning what you've been taught about

trigger controlEmploy a simple technique world class snipers use to enhance shootingPlan

your training for maximum resultsAbout the AuthorChris is a retired NavySEAL Chief Petty

Officer, Sniper Instructor, paramedic instructor, karateinstructor, husband, father and patriot.

Chris commands an unparalleled levelof respect when it comes to weapons and tactical

training. He was hand selectedto develop the curriculum for the US Navy SEAL Sniper training

program. As aNavy SEAL he was the senior sniper instructor, a certified Master

TrainingSpecialist (MTS), BUD/S and advanced training marksmanship instructor. He

iscurrently a DOD and DHS certified Counter-Terrorism and Advanced Marksmanship

Instructorat Center Mass Group and has trained DOD, DHS, FBI, CIA, Law Enforcement

andmultiple foreign allies in all aspects of combat weapons handling, marksmanshipand

tactics.Read more
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SeriesAfrican Spirituality Beliefs and PracticesHoodooWant to learn about African Magic,

Wicca, or even Reiki while cleaning your home, exercising, or driving to work? I know it’s tough

these days to simply find the time to relax and curl up with a good book. This is why I’m

delighted to share that I have books available in audiobook format.Best of all, you can get the

audiobook version of this book or any other book by me for free as part of a 30-day Audible

trial.Members get free audiobooks every month and exclusive discounts. It’s an excellent way

to explore and determine if audiobook learning works for you.If you’re not satisfied, you can

cancel anytime within the trial period. You won’t be charged, and you can still keep your book.

To choose your free audiobook, visit:ContentsIntroduction1. Yoruba2. Elegua3. Yemaya4.

Oshun5. Chango6. Obatala7. Ogun8. Oya9. Spells10. Orishas in the Home11. Orishas Days

Through The WeekConclusionReferencesAbout the AuthorOther Books by Monique Joiner

SiedlakPlease ReviewIntroductionWho Are The Seven African Powers?The Seven African

Powers are seven of the most well-recognized and celebrated deities of the Yoruban culture.

Also identified as the Orishas, they are common to all beliefs of the Yoruban starting position,

while they are not always considered to be the same deities. In Vodun, they are perceived as

Loas or Lwas. In the Macumba traditions, of Candomble and Umbanda, they are called Orixa.

While in Santeria, Voodoo's corresponding religion, they are spoken of as Las Sietes Potencias

and lastly, in the Congo Basin, they are referred to as Nkisi.The Orishas are claimed to be the

emissaries of Olodumare. Olodumare is a gender-neutral, divine, all-knowing and deity who

created the earth and the entire universe. The Orishas are demi-Gods who have been

assigned to watch after mankind. They oversee the forces of nature in addition to our

troubles.The Orishas recognize each other and are seen primarily by their distinctive numbers,

colors, markings, meals, and personalities. These dictate what gifts and contributions are

acceptable for each Orisha. The advocates of all the Orishas will require contributions in the

way of which they are used to so that the Orishas acknowledge correctly and will provide an

answer in the presence of a spell or curse. Understanding the forces of nature that guide them,



the Orishas can be best known by. For example, Elegua is located at the crossroads, while

Oshun enjoys the rivers and streams.A secure relationship with that one dominant spirit

influence provides an individual to request for the aid of all seven spirits in every undertaking.

The Seven African Powers are called upon for overcoming obstacles; help with spiritual

change, and encouragement of personal power. Any individual can call upon the Seven African

Powers bearing in mind that they are spirit guides and anybody, whether they are initiated or

not, have contact with spirits of the deceased for their direction. Normally they are called for by

burning a vigil candle, which is seven colors or using seven different candles to represent the

various colors. As you call the Seven African Powers and petition them for help, fasten strips of

scarves or fabric of seven different colors in a bundle and spin in the air above your

head.Collectively, these seven Orishas symbolize a force that offers guidance and strength

during the course of all our troubles and hardships.OneYorubaArcheological evidence shows

that the Yoruba people became a notable presence in the West African world sometime around

the 5th century B.C. The founding father of the Yoruba people was King Oduduwa. He resided

in the capital city Ile-Ife, which, to this day, is considered to be a sacred symbol of the Yoruba

people. Some old stories present Oduduwa as a creator deity, making Ile-Ife the place where

humanity was created. But historical accounts speak of battles for supremacy against unruly

invaders.Prior to Oduduwa, the Yoruba were a scattered nation, living in semi-independent

cities ruled by chiefs (obas). The twenty-something cities had twenty-something kings, who had

their own subordinates to keep the villages in check. So, we can’t speak of a united nation. The

only key element that identified them as “Yoruba” was their language.Once Oduduwa became

king, the Yoruba kingdom was born. The role of the king gained importance, and the kings that

succeeded him called themselves “the sons of Oduduwa.” It also became customary for people

who desired influential political roles to prove their lineage as descendants of Oduduwa. After

Oduduwa’s death, his sons moved from Ile-Ife to start their own kingdoms. Twenty-five new

kingdoms arose, all centralized and all recognizing Ile-Ife as the primordial city. All these

kingdoms led to the existence of distinct Yoruba subgroups, each with their own variations on

religion, language, society, and politics. Some important Yoruba kingdoms were Oyo and Ekiti

(in the northwest), Owo (in the southeast), and Awori and Shabe (in the southwest). King Oni

of Ife and King Alaafin of Oyo are, to this day, celebrated as great Yoruba kings.The modern

Yoruba culture was born as a result of a battle for power, which led to a great conflict and a

fragile reconciliation, as shown in their myths and stories. This constant battle also plagues the

more recent history of the Yoruba. The wars for slaves weakened the kingdoms. Yoruba slaves

were sent to European colonies in the new world where white men would never accept their

religion. Yet, their traditions and beliefs survived. How? The clever Yoruba people practiced

their religion under the veil of Catholicism. Both religions have an almighty god whom

worshipers can interact with through the help of intermediaries (saints or the Yoruba’s orishas).

So, the Yoruba people adapted and prevailed.It took a lot of time for the Yoruba people to see

themselves as a single nation. Even now, the subgroups are different enough to consider

themselves separate, adapting the religion to their own history and society. That is the beauty

of the Yoruba religion, its flexibility allows its followers to adapt it to their culture and

heritage.Yoruba BeliefsThe Yoruba religion has its own doctrines, concepts, spiritual beings,

and symbols. Let’s take a look at some basic notions that define the Yoruba religion.Ayanmo -

fate or destinyThe Yoruba people believe that we all experience Ayanmo throughout our lives.

The Yoruba believe that we choose our own destiny before birth, but that we forget all about it

when we arrive on Earth. So, one of our life purposes should be claiming our

Ayanmo.Olodumare - the state of becoming one with the source of all energy/divine



creator.The Yoruba believe that it is the duty of all people to become enlightened in a spiritual

aspect. To become enlightened, one must grow his Ori-inu (spiritual consciousness) and unite

it with his Ori-orun (spirit). The people that try to find their destiny and achieve transcendence

go to Orun-Rere (the realm of those that do good). Those that don’t tend to their spirituality are

destined for Orun-Apadi (the invisible realm of potsherds).Olodumare also refers to the god of

the Yoruba people, commonly known as the “one who has the fullness of everything.” This

supreme god is not defined by any gender (referred to as “they”), and the Yoruba believe that

Olodumare has all the attributes of a person (thus, this god is not a perfect being like the

Orthodox or Catholic “God”). Olodumare is considered the creator of all things, but other than

that, this divine being is quite distant. The god does not meddle in the affairs of humans, and

the Yoruba people don’t pray directly to Olodumare. Yoruba worshipers communicate to

Olodumare through orishas.Ayé - the physical realm, the life.
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Love02, “Very informative!. This book was very informative and easy to read. I’m a beginner

and I am looking forward to putting forth the knowledge I gained through reading this book. I

know that I connect most with the Orisha Yemaya, however, when I’ve gone to the beach with

offerings i never called on Papa Legba first. This could be the state of disillusion and confusion

that I’ve been in, which this book explained. Great read with very minimal errors.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Spiritual Seeker. This book offers the basic information into getting

acquainted with the Seven African Orishas. Before reading this book my knowledge of the loas

were of only two. Now I can add five more to my list of Orishas Ase. I am grateful that this

author made the content easy to read and I recommended it to other spiritual seekers.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “An informative starting point, I really recommended it for newbies.. This

was my first book on African Orisha's I needed to really solidify what I thought I knew, this book

helped me to gain a much better understanding. I even now have an idea of who my deity is to

honour, I've been looking around for a female Goddess that called to me, I had trouble relating
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to many from other cultures. Anyway, this book is highly recommended by me as a starting

point for anyone who wants to understand better their African roots, culture and spiritualism. I

would say this is just the starting point, you will need to go off and do further reading , however

this book WILL give you an excellent foundation in the seven powers that been, who they are,

what to offer to them, and when is the best time to call on them, even get a good feel for the

Gods and Goddess if you are familiar with Tarot, as the author links them to Tarot cards and

Astrology so if you understand this you can understand even better. There are some resources

in the back to make spells, incense etc which is a bonus. I read this book in one sitting on the

Kindle and will buy the paperback, happy to have this on my book shelf. I will check out the

author's other books also. Very happy and glad I read it.”

Kizzy, “My gosh! Amazing introduction. My gosh! What an amazing introduction to the orisha's

bought the audio also for when im driving I can still receive the messages. Would defo

recommend buying”

Andrew Fontenelle, “The Orishas. A very good introduction to the Orishas.”

Naomie, “African powers. Love this book, it’s not a long read. have read it several times now

and have learnt something new each time, would recommend.”

The book by Monique Joiner Siedlak has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 2,676 people have provided

feedback.
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